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SUMMARY

Left-right (LR) patterning is an intriguing but poorly
understood process of bilaterian embryogenesis.
We report a mechanism for LR patterning in C. ele-
gans in which the embryo uncouples its midline
from the anteroposterior (AP) axis. Specifically, the
eight-cell embryo establishes a midline that is tilted
rightward from the AP axis and positions more cells
on the left, allowing subsequent differential LR fate
inductions. To establish the tilted midline, cells
exhibit LR asymmetric protrusions and a handed
collective movement. This process, termed chiral
morphogenesis, involves differential regulation of
cortical contractility between a pair of sister cells
that are bilateral counterparts fate-wise and is acti-
vated by noncanonicalWnt signaling. Chiral morpho-
genesis is timed by the cytokinetic furrow of
a neighbor of the sister pair, providing a develop-
mental clock and an unexpected signaling interaction
between the contractile ring and the adjacent cells.

INTRODUCTION

Many bilateral organisms exhibit stereotypic left-right (LR) asym-

metries, e.g., the position and shape of internal organs. However,

we are only beginning to understand how this asymmetry arises,

propagates, and integrates with the overall superficial bilateral

symmetry during embryogenesis (Brown and Wolpert, 1990;

Wood, 1997). In vertebrates, the early events that initiate LR

asymmetries are unclear and appear to vary among species

(Levin, 2005; Tabin, 2005). For example, in the mouse, it requires

the mechanical asymmetry of directional cilia rotation and the

resulting leftward nodal flow (Hirokawa et al., 2006; Shiratori

and Hamada, 2006). In the chick, it involves actomyosin-based

asymmetric cell movements to create a LR asymmetric node

and to rearrange the initially symmetric gene expression pattern

(Cui et al., 2009; Gros et al., 2009). Nonetheless, the early events

in different species converge to the asymmetric expression of

Nodal on the left side of the midline around gastrulation in an

embryo with grossmorphological LR symmetry. The asymmetric

Nodal expression eventually leads to visceral asymmetry (Levin,

2005; Tabin, 2005; Shiratori and Hamada, 2006).
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In contrast to vertebrates, gross morphological asymmetry

arises early during Caenorhabditis elegans embryogenesis and

without any obvious differential fate induction between the left

and right sides. The morphological symmetry is broken during

the four- to six-cell transition via a skew of the spindle in two

blastomeres, ABa and ABp (Sulston et al., 1983; Wood, 1997)

(Figure S1A). From an initial orientation orthogonal to the antero-

posterior (AP) axis, the spindles skew during elongation so that

the left daughters of ABa and ABp are localized more anteriorly

than the right daughters. At this stage, each pair of LR sisters

(ABal-ABar and ABpl-ABpr) is equivalent in fate potential, but

this fate symmetry is subsequently broken via a series of Notch

signaling events (Hutter and Schnabel, 1995; Priess, 2005).

Intriguingly, reversing the direction of the ABa/ABp spindle

skew through micromanipulations generates organisms with

reversed handedness (Wood, 1991). Given the mechanical

nature of the manipulation, this result suggests that asymmetry

in cytoskeletal, and spindle mechanics may instruct handed-

ness choice upstream of differential gene expression. However,

it is currently unclear how initial symmetry breaking translates

into later LR asymmetries, such as whether there are other

morphogenetic events downstream that ensure maintenance

of the initial LR bias and, if they exist, when and how they are

triggered.

By systematically tracking cells through C. elegans embryo-

genesis (Bao et al., 2006), we analyzed the cellular events in

the establishment and elaboration of the bilateral body plan.

Our results suggest a strategy for embryonic LR patterning that

involves uncoupling the midline, which bisects the bilateral

structures, from the AP axis. At the eight-cell stage, the

C. elegans embryo establishes a midline that is tilted from the

AP axis to the right to break morphological symmetry and to

allow differential Notch inductions between the two sides. We

further show that, starting with the spindle skew of ABa/ABp,

the embryo undergoes a complex morphogenesis to establish

the tilted midline, involving LR asymmetric protrusions and

a chiral rearrangement of cells. We term this process chiral

morphogenesis and demonstrate that it is based on differential

regulation of cortical actomyosin contractility in ABpl and

ABpr, a pair of otherwise bilaterally equivalent cells. In addition,

we present identification and analyses on the cellular andmolec-

ular signals regulating chiral morphogenesis, including a nonca-

nonical Wnt signal that is required to activate actomyosin

dynamics in ABpl/ABpr; a novel signal from the cytokinetic

furrow of a neighboring cell (EMS) that times the protrusion

formation in ABpl/ABpr, whose molecular identity is yet to be
evier Inc.
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Figure 1. Formation of a Midline through

Blastomere Rearrangements

(A) Positioning of AB blastomeres from the 6- to

350-cell stage. Schematic dorsal views rendered

from lineaging data, which show the two reposi-

tioning events of the midline (dashed line) relative

to the AP axis (solid red line) at the AB8 and the

AB256 cell stage.

(B) Generation of a midplane at the eight-cell

stage. Left panel: illustration of the AP axis (solid

line) and the midplane (dashed line) in a dorsally

oriented embryo with fluorescently labeled nuclei

and plasma membrane (HIS-72::GFP and PH-

domain of PLC1d1 fused to mCherry, respec-

tively). Middle panel: schematic rendering of the

midplane. The midplane comprises ABar, MS, E,

C, and P3. Note that the illustrations represent

data obtained from lineaging and, thus, real

embryos. Right panel: deviation of cells from the

midplane. Values for each cell from four embryos

are shown. Note the different scale of the axes.

Orientation and colors of cells match those in the

middle panel showing a ventral view. For details

see also Figure S1 and Movie S1.

(C) A tilted midline is maintained until late gastrula-

tion. Left panel: schematic dorsal and ventral

views of eight-cell stage embryos. Cells are

colored as in (A). The cell of which only the poste-

rior half is colored represents ABar, where only

one posterior granddaughter generates bilateral

symmetric structures (see text). Middle panel:

representation of embryos lineaged with StarryNite/AceTree. Dashed lines represent midlines. Right panels: quantification of distances of ABpl/ABpr derived

blastomeres in four individual 88-cell embryos (mean ± SD). The upper panel indicates the distances relative to the tilted midline and the lower panels relative

to the AP axis. See also Movie S2.
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identified; and the direction of the ABa/ABp spindle skew that

likely sets the handedness of chiral morphogenesis.

RESULTS

An Asymmetric Bilateral Body Plan at the Eight-Cell
Stage
We find that after the ABa/ABp spindle skew that breaks the

morphological LR symmetry of the embryo (Wood, 1991), cells

are further rearranged to assemble a stereotypical configuration

at the eight-cell stage (Figure 1A). Specifically, five of the

embryo’s eight cells (ABar, MS, E, C, and P3) are positioned on

a plane that tilts from the embryo’s AP axis to the right side

by 22 ± 2� degrees (n = 10) (Figure 1B; see Movie S1 available

online). The formation of the plane is highly reproducible as, on

average, cells deviate from the plane by less than a quarter of

nuclear diameter (Figure 1B; Figure S1B). Two other cells,

namely ABpl and ABpr, are positioned symmetrically on two

sides of the tilted plane (Figure 1B, red nuclei). The eighth cell,

ABal, is on the left side of the plane.

This stereotypical configuration provides the blueprint for the

bilateral body plan of C. elegans. Specifically, the tilted plane

serves as the center of bilateral symmetry. According to the

invariant cell lineage and fates, the five cells on the plane each

generate a bilaterally symmetric structure and essentially

contribute equally to the left and right sides of the organism

(Figure 1C; see also below), with the minor exception of ABar,

where one of its granddaughters (ABarpp) generates a bilateral
Developmen
structure. ABpl and ABpr, the two cells positioned symmetrically

on the two sides of the plane, are equivalent fate-wise and give

rise to symmetric structures on the left and right side, respec-

tively. Thus, the tilted plane, bisecting the bilaterally symmetric

founder cells and hence future bilateral structures, qualifies as

the midplane, or the midline, as it is commonly referred to.

Notably, with the rightward tilt, the midline is uncoupled from

the AP axis (i.e., the long axis of the ellipsoidal egg), which has

not been seen in other bilaterian organisms.

Furthermore, the eighth cell, ABal, which does not have a bilat-

eral counterpart in the cell lineage, is segregated to the left side

of the tilted midline with no cell mirroring it on the right. Thus, the

eight cells are organized into an inherently asymmetric bilateral

body plan, with more cells on the left side of the midline. This

asymmetric bilateral body plan provides the anatomical basis

for how the invariant Notch inductions can generate LR fate

asymmetry, which was not fully understood before (see Discus-

sion) (Hutter and Schnabel, 1995; Hermann et al., 2000).

The tilted midline configuration is maintained until the 88-cell

stage (the AB64 stage) (Figure 1C,middle panel), as the bilaterally

symmetric founder cells divide symmetrically with respect to the

tilted midline (Figure 2A). Cell movements then start to gradually

adjust the midline over the next two cell cycles, so that by the

350-cell stage (AB256) (Figure 1C, right panel) it aligns with the

AP axis (Movie S2) (see Sulston et al., 1983; Schnabel et al.,

1997; Zhao et al., 2008). The realignment of the midline with

the AP axis restores the spatial symmetry of the bilateral struc-

tures of the worm. Thus, the dynamic positioning of the midline
tal Cell 19, 402–412, September 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 403
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Figure 2. The Tilted Midline Organizes Body

Plan LR Asymmetry and LR Lineage

Symmetry

(A) Cells of different lineages are positioned sym-

metrically to the midline. Schematics and repre-

sentations of embryos lineaged with StarryNite/

AceTree displayed from the dorsal side. Sister

pairs from a LR symmetric division of the respec-

tive founder cells are shown. Subsequent divisions

are shown for MS (upper right panel). Color code

for cells is depicted on the left; ABp cells are in

red. Note that positioning of MS, D. and P4 cells

are depicted from the ventral side.

(B) Contributions of spindle skew versus blasto-

mere rearrangement to LR symmetry breaking.

Left: time-lapse data from lineaged embryos. Cells

are color coded as in Figure 1. a represents the

angle between the connecting line of the ABar/al

nucleus (solid yellow line) and the geometric LR

axis (dashed yellow line); b the respective angle

for ABpr/pl (red lines). Right: the change in a and

b over time was measured (n = 10, mean ± SD).
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relative to the AP axis organizes both the LR asymmetric struc-

tures and the integration of these asymmetries into a superficially

symmetric body plan (Figure 1A).

Additionally, the rearrangement of cells during the assembly of

the body plan further increases themorphological LR asymmetry

caused by the ABa/ABp spindle skew, on top of creating the

architectural framework for the bilateral body plan. Quantita-

tively, the skew increases from 19 ± 5� at the end of the ABa/

ABp division to 48 ± 6� after the rearrangement (Figure 2B).
Chiral Morphogenesis Assembles the Asymmetric
Bilateral Body Plan
Analyzing time-lapse recordings of embryos expressing

a plasma membrane marker (PH-domain of PLC1d1 fused to

mCherry) (Audhya et al., 2005), we find that the rearrangement

of cells during the assembly of the bilateral body plan involves

reproducible LR asymmetric cell behaviors and movements

with a specific handedness (Figure 3A, left panel). We term this

process chiral morphogenesis. As the ABa/ABp spindle skew

finishes and before the contractile ring fully closes, the LR equiv-

alents, ABpl and ABpr, start to exhibit a set of asymmetric behav-

iors. ABpl undergoes dramatic shape changes: it forms a dorsal

lamellipodium, a ventral protrusion as well as anterior filopodial

extensions (Figure 3A, upper right panel, marked 1, 2, and 3,

respectively), and migrates anteroventrally. Besides these

protrusions, ABpl also forms an apparently adhesive contact

with C, as the two cells form an hourglass shape (Figure 3A,

upper left panel, middle frame; Movie S3). In contrast, ABpr

shows only a rudimentary ventral protrusion and ruffling on its

anterior front instead of filopodial extensions (Figure 3A, lower

right panel, marked 20 and 30, respectively; Movie S3) and does

not move significantly. Another cell with significant shape

changes is MS, which forms an elaborate lamellipodial protru-

sion at its anterior front (Figure 3A, lower left panel).

With the LR asymmetric protrusive activities, cells show

a handed movement and rearrange accordingly. The first major

aspect of the cell rearrangement involves three cells, namely
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ABpl, MS, and ABar (Figure S2A). Their movements can best

be described as a collective rotation around the AP axis (Fig-

ure 3B; Movie S4). Looking from the anterior end of the embryo,

the rotation is clockwise by 83 ± 7� (n = 10), and brings ABar and

MS onto the midplane (Figure 3B ; Figure S2B). As other cells do

not show circumferential movements (Movie S4 and Figure S2B),

this is not a whole-embryo rotation as previously indicated

(Sulston et al., 1983; Schnabel et al., 1997). The second major

aspect of the cell rearrangement is the juxtaposition of ABar

and C. As ABar shifts posteriorly during the three-cell rotation,

C shifts anteriorly to meet ABar, likely pulled by ABpl given the

hourglass shape (see above). The juxtaposition makes the five-

cell midplane contiguous (Figure 1B) and separates ABpl and

ABpr (red in Figure 1B), which are sisters and born next to

each other, to two sides of the midplane. Besides this, the

ABar-C contact is also required for ABar to receive a Wnt signal

from C to orient its spindle (Walston et al., 2004).

The protrusion formation and the collective cell movement

both occur reproducibly and are well coordinated temporally

(Figure 3C).
Coordination and Timing of Chiral Morphogenesis
In order to understand how the dynamic protrusions described

above mediate the cell movements, we analyzed actomyosin

dynamics during chiral morphogenesis. To this end, we imaged

F-actin by using Lifeact::GFP (Riedl et al., 2008), and nonmuscle

myosin II heavy chain (NMY-2::GFP) (Munro et al., 2004). F-actin

strongly accumulates in the anterior and dorsal protrusions of

ABpl (Figure 4A, upper panel; Movie S5) and the lamellipodium

ofMS (Figure 4A, lower panel). Furthermore, as actin polymeriza-

tion driving protrusion formation requires the Rho GTPase

Cdc42 (Pollard et al., 2000), we observed a loss of protrusions

when we deplete embryos for CDC-42 by RNAi (Figure S3A

and data not shown). These findings show that actin polymeriza-

tion mediates the formation of protrusions and the directional

spreading of ABpl and MS. Furthermore, NMY-2 accumulates

at the anterior front of ABpl and fills the filopodial protrusions
evier Inc.
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Figure 3. Chiral Morphogenesis Mediates

the Formation of the Asymmetric Bilateral

Body Plan

(A) Chiral morphogenesis and its underlying

cellular behaviors. Left panel: 3D-projection stills,

left side and right side views with matched sche-

matics. The color code of this schematic matches

that of the small circles in 3D projections

throughout the paper aiming to help the reader

identify individual blastomeres. Plasmamembrane

is shown in red (PH-domain of PLC1d1 fused to

mCherry) and nuclei in green (HIS-72::GFP, HIS-

72 is a H3 variant histone). Right panel: features

specific to ABpl and ABpr are indicated with

circled numbers in the boxes outlined in gray

(see text and Movie S3 for details).

(B) Chiral morphogenesis is a rotational cellular re-

arrangement. Left panels: cartoon depicting a view

from the anterior onto a transverse section and

a side view that details the rotation. The anterior

view shows two points in time: first, the starting

configuration and second, the configuration after

completion of the collective rotation. Right panel:

robustness of the rotational rearrangement. The

graphs display the dynamic change in the rotation

angle 4 of the ABar/ABpl/MS group during chiral

morphogenesis, as measured in 10 different wild-

type embryos (details on the measurement can

be found in Supplemental Experimental Proce-

dures). 00 represents the time point just prior to

the start of noticeable changes in nuclear posi-

tions. For details on nuclear movements, see

also Figure S2 and Movie S4.

(C) Quantification of protrusion formation. Time

scales as in B, right panel. Upper panel: growth

of the longest filopodium is shown on top of

a graph showing the frequency of the appearance

of filopodia on ABpl. Lower panel: correlation of growth of ABpl’s ventral protrusion with cell rotation is shown on top of a graph showing the frequency of the

appearance of ABpl’s ventral protrusion.

(D) ABpl’s ventral protrusion leads the rotational rearrangement. Left: the radial position of the ventral protrusion and of ABpl and ABars’ nuclei were analyzed in

a representative embryo. Right: angular velocity for the three elements depicted on the left (average, n = 3).
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as they grow (Figure 4B, asterisks), indicative of a role for NMY-2

in cell-cell contact formation in these protrusions (Conti et al.,

2004).

We further investigated the ventral protrusion of ABpl. Tempo-

rally and spatially, this protrusion leads the ventral movement of

ABpl and the translocation of ABar (Figure 3D); it forms in all of

the embryos examined (n = 50) and its size is proportional

to the degree of the ventral movement (n = 10) (Figure 3C).

More specifically, the ABpl ventral protrusion starts to form as

the EMS cell forms its cytokinetic contractile ring (Figure 4B,

arrow). A small protrusion first forms onto the future MS part of

the cell. It then turns into rapid and directional growth along

the contact with MS; thus, it does not seem to simply fill the

open space of the EMS furrow (Figure S4). Interestingly, forma-

tion of the ventral protrusion is not associatedwith an enrichment

of F-actin (Figure 4A) but with NMY-2 (Figure 4C). It is therefore

possible that it constitutes a ‘‘cryptic’’ lamellipodium (Farooqui

and Fenteany, 2005), which has been shown to mediate

mechanical coupling during collective migration.

To test if ABpl’s ventral protrusion is triggered by EMS cytoki-

nesis or if the timing of the two events is coincidental, we delayed

EMSdivision by UV irradiation. We observe that the belated EMS
Developmen
divisions delay the formation of the ABpl protrusion, and the

delayed protrusion forms when the EMS starts to form the cyto-

kinetic furrow (Figure 4D). In the more severe cases where EMS

division is delayed until after ABpl divides, ABpl does not form

the protrusion (Figure 4D, left panel). These results suggest

that the ABpl ventral protrusion is indeed triggered by EMS

cytokinesis. Furthermore, delaying ABpl protrusion delays and

reduces ventral movement of ABpl and the ABpl-MS-ABar rota-

tion (Figure 4D, middle and right panels). When the protrusion

does not form, there is no ventral movement or collective rotation

(Figure 4D, right panel). The irradiation does not affect other

protrusions of ABpl (Figure 4D, middle panel; see also below),

suggesting that the effect is specific to the ventral protrusion.

Furthermore, irradiating other neighbors of ABpl, such as ABal,

does not affect the ABpl ventral protrusion or movement (data

not shown), suggesting that the irradiation effect is EMS specific.

Thus, the results suggest that the ABpl ventral protrusion is trig-

gered by EMS cytokinesis and is required to mediate ABpl’s

ventral movement and chiral morphogenesis.

Abolishing the ventral protrusion also reveals the nature of the

other behaviors of ABpl; the anterior and dorsal protrusions are

not affected, suggesting that their formation does not depend
tal Cell 19, 402–412, September 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 405
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Figure 4. Actomyosin Dynamics and the

Coordination of Protrusion Formation

(A) F-actin dynamics during protrusion formation.

Top panel: 3D projection stills, left side views.

Plasmamembrane is shown in red, F-actin in green

(Lifeact::GFP). Arrows point at the anterior and

dorsal protrusions of ABpl. Lower panel: as above,

with an embryo imaged ventrally. Arrows indicate

the lamellipodium of MS during maximal extension

(20) and during disassembly (40). For details and

a schematic, see Movie S5 and Figures S3A and

S3B.

(B) Nonmuscle myosin II dynamics during cell

movement. 3D projection stills, left side views.

Plasma membrane is shown in red, cortical non-

muscle myosin in green (NMY-2::GFP). Arrows

point to the EMS furrow. Asterisks (time point 40)
indicate NMY-2 accumulation in the growing ante-

rior filopodia of ABpl.

(C) ABpl forms a ventral protrusion ontoMS. Upper

panel: cartoon depicting the embryo’s left side at

the time when ABpl has formed its protrusions.

Lower panel: 3D projection stills, left side views

showing only the ventral protrusion of ABpl as indi-

cated by the boxed area in the cartoon. Arrows

point to the tip of the protrusion.

(D) ABpl’s ventral protrusion is triggered by EMS

cytokinesis. Left panel: 3D projection stills, left

side views with plasma membrane (red) and nuclei

(green) fluorescently labeled. In the lower panel,

the EMS nucleus in the embryo was irradiated to

delay division. Arrows point to the location where

ABpl’s ventral protrusion forms. Asterisks point

to ABpl’s anterior filopodia. Middle panel: quantifi-

cation of ABpl’s displacement in both anterior and

ventral directions, and of its longest filopodium in wild-type embryos and embryos where EMS nucleus was irradiated (n = 6, respectively; mean +/� SD). Right

panel: impairment of ABpl’s ventral displacement correlates with the degree of EMS division delay. Gray lines indicate the dorsal and ventral boundary of an

embryo. Black and red lines represent the position of ABpl’s nucleus over time. Arrows indicate the time point when the furrow appears in EMS. Note that

when EMS does not divide during the lifetime of ABpl, ABpl essentially does not move ventrally (solid red line). For details on cell-cell contacts, see Figure S4.
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on the interaction with the EMS furrow (Figure 4D, middle panel).

Furthermore, as ABpl does not move ventrally in this case, the

result suggests that the dorsal protrusion is an active process,

rather than a passive adhesion patch being stretched by ABpl’s

movement. In contrast, the stretching of C by ABpl disappears,

suggesting that it is the result of traction force as ABpl’s move-

ment pulls on C.

Handedness of Chiral Morphogenesis
As described above, ABpr, the bilateral equivalent of ABpl fate-

wise, has a much more reduced ventral protrusion in terms of

size and duration compared with that of ABpl. Given that the

ABpl ventral protrusion is required for chiral morphogenesis,

this difference may determine the handedness of chiral

morphogenesis—that is, the clockwise direction of the cell

rearrangement. We therefore investigated how the asymmetry

and handedness are brought about.

Given that EMS cytokinesis triggers the ventral protrusion, we

first focused on the EMS furrow. EMS undergoes an asymmetric

abscission with the contractile elements coalescing faster on the

left side and the midbody forming on the right (Figure 5A). Thus,

we tested if the asymmetric furrow, with faster contraction on the

left, may direct ABpl to grow its ventral protrusion faster and/or

more significantly than ABpr. Specifically, we perturbed the
406 Developmental Cell 19, 402–412, September 14, 2010 ª2010 Els
asymmetric furrow by depleting embryos of the septins UNC-

59/61 with RNAi, which are required for asymmetric abscission

(Maddox et al., 2007). The perturbation led to cases where the

EMSmidbody appears on the left instead of the right side (Movie

S6). The result suggests that there is a mechanism that aligns the

intrinsically asymmetric contractile ring with the LR body axis

and that septins are required for the alignment. However, the

asymmetry between ABpl and ABpr ventral protrusions is not

affected and chiral morphogenesis occurs as in the wild-type.

This result further confirms that the ABpl ventral protrusion is

not a passive response to fill the open space of the EMS furrow,

as the space on the left side is much smaller than the wild-type.

More importantly, the result suggests that while the EMS furrow

triggers the ventral protrusion formation, its LR asymmetry does

not regulate the handedness of chiral morphogenesis.

We then tested if the handedness of the ABa/ABp spindle

skew sets the handedness of the ABpl-ABpr asymmetry and

chiral morphogenesis. To do so, we reversed the handedness

of the ABa/ABp spindle skew with two different conditions. First,

we cultivated worms at low temperature, which induces reversal

of the ABa/ABp spindle skew in a fraction of embryos by impair-

ing an unknown process before fertilization of the oocyte (Wood

et al., 1996). In the cases where we observed reversed spindle

skew,mirror-imaged chiral morphogenesis occurs; ABpr instead
evier Inc.
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Figure 5. Handedness of Chiral Morpho-

genesis

(A) LR asymmetry of EMS cytokinesis correlates

with asymmetry in ABpl/pr ventral protrusions.

3D projection stills, left and right side views,

respectively, with plasma membrane (red) and

NMY-2 (green) fluorescently labeled. 00 frames of

left and right sides show the same point in devel-

opmental time in two carefully staged embryos.

Arrows point at the contacts between the coa-

lescing furrow of EMS and the ventral protrusions

of ABpl and ABpr (00) and at the developing

midbody on the right side (20 and 40).
(B) Reversal of chiral morphogenesis by raising

embryos at low temperature. Left panel: 3D

projection stills, dorsal views, right (r) and left (l)

sides are indicated. Fluorescent markers are

plasma membrane (red) and NMY-2 (green).

Arrows in the last time point indicate the transloca-

tion of the corresponding cells, where the dotswith

darker shade indicate the starting positions of the

corresponding cells as shown in the first time

point. Right panel: schematic representation of

wild-type andmirror-symmetric chiral morphogen-

esis. The three cells that perform the collective

rotation are highlighted; red arrows indicate the

handedness of the rotation. Black arrows indicate

directions of force as deduced from the direction-

ality of protrusions and cell movement. See also

Movie S7.

(C) Overview of the effect of cold-treatment and

gpa-16(it143) on chiral morphogenesis. 3D projec-

tion stills from embryos expressing fluorescently

labeled plasma membranes. Individual blastomeres are highlighted by false color representation to highlight mirror symmetry to the wild-type; right side views

of an embryo raised at 13�C and a gpa-16(it143) embryo at restrictive temperature (20�C) and left side view of a wild-type embryo. See also Movie S8.
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of ABpl undergoes a dramatic shape changeand forms protru-

sions, and the cellular rearrangement is a counterclockwise rota-

tion (Figure 5B, lower panel; Movie S7). As a result, the midplane

is tilted to the left and C induces a spindle rotation in ABal instead

of ABar. Second, we analyzed a temperature-sensitive mutant

for a Gai gene, gpa-16(it143). At nonpermissive temperature,

gpa-16(it143) randomizes ABa/ABp spindle orientation, thus

giving rise to a fraction of embryos where the spindles lie in the

reversed direction (Bergmann et al., 2003). We observed four

such reversed cases out of a total of 65 embryos. Consistent

with the cold-induced reversals, all four embryos showed

mirror-image chiral morphogenesis (Figure 5C; Movie S8). These

results suggest either that the ABa/ABp spindle skew is an

upstream event that sets the handedness of chiral morphogen-

esis or that the two events are in parallel under the assumption

that the two experimental conditions both perturb an early

symmetry breaking event, to which the spindle skew and chiral

morphogenesis react identically.

LR Asymmetry in Cortical Contractility
Given that ABpl and ABpr are bilateral equivalents fate-wise, we

reason that their asymmetric behaviors might lie in mechanical

LR asymmetries. Indeed, ABpl and ABpr show different cortical

morphologies and actomyosin dynamics. The spreading of both

cells is accompanied by cortical flow and the formation of an

apical NMY-2 cap-like structure (Movie S9). Specifically, cortical

NMY-2 flow starts as cells exit cytokinesis, from the periphery
Developmen
toward the center of the apical surface. When cortical flows

reach a steady state, NMY-2 forms a torus-like structure in

ABpl (Figure 6A, left panel). In ABpr, however, the torus collapses

into a central patch (Figure 6A, right panel). Since it has been

shown that cortical flows originate from dynamic contractions

of actomyosin (Munro et al., 2004), we reasoned that the

observed cortical asymmetry might also reflect differential

contractility of cells. We therefore quantified the spreading of

the two cells by measuring the maximal apical extension of

ABpl and ABpr along the AP axis. We find that ABpl occupies

more space on the surface of the embryo than ABpr

(Figure 6B). Thus, the molecular dynamics and the morpholog-

ical differences suggest asymmetric contractility between ABpl

and ABpr.

To further test the hypothesis of mechanical LR asymmetry,

we perturbed the cortical actin dynamics by depleting WAVE-

Arp2/3 complex components with RNAi. The WAVE-Arp2/3

complex (Figure S3E) is required for polymerization of branched

actin filaments and for strengthening of the cortex; hence, the

reduction of WAVE-Arp2/3 should enhance contractility. Indeed,

we find that RNAi of arx-2/-3/-4/-7 and gex-2/3 (summarized as

WAVE-Arp2/3 RNAi) leads to large ruptures of the cortex and

blebbing (Severson et al., 2002) (Figure S3F and S3G). With

RNAi of the WAVE-Arp2/3 complex, the ABpl cortex starts to

resemble ABpr: the torus-like NMY-2 structure collapses into

a solid patch (Figure 6C; Figure S3B), and ABpl’s flattening is

reduced (Figure 6D, upper panel).
tal Cell 19, 402–412, September 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 407
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Figure 6. LR Asymmetries in ABpl/pr

Cortical Contractility

(A) Asymmetry of the apical NMY-2 cap structure.

3D projection stills, left side and right side views

with matched schematics. Plasma membrane is

shown in red and the actomyosin cortex

(NMY-2::GFP) in green. Arrows point to the center

of the cap structure on the respective sides. Green

speckles in the cartoons indicate the distribution of

cortical contractile elements on either side of the

embryo. See also Movie S9.

(B) Quantification of the AP extension of ABpl and

ABpr and of the cortical NMY-2 signature. Upper

panel: AP extensions of the respective cells were

measured from time-lapse microscopy data and

normalized to the length of the respective embryo

(n = 10; mean +/� SD). Lower panel: graphs

displaying cortical NMY-2::GFP fluorescence

intensity, as measured on a line parallel to the AP

axis that transects the center of ABpl (red) and

ABpr (green), respectively (n = 3,; mean ± SD).

(C) Perturbations of actomyosin and its conse-

quences for asymmetric cortical dynamics. Repre-

sentations as in A. Wild-type and embryos treated

with RNAi targeting the indicated genes are

shown. Arrows point to the center of the apical

surface of ABpl.

(D) Loss of differential LR surface occupancy in Arp2/3 and cyk-1 RNAi embryos. Graph showing AP extensions as in B for the respective RNAi-treated embryos

(n = 5; mean ± SD). For details on protrusion formation, see Figure S3C.

(E) Nuclear migration paths in wild-type and Arp2/3 RNAi embryos. Displacement of AB nuclei in AP and DV direction during chiral morphogenesis are shown as

boxes for five wild-type and five Arp2/3 RNAi embryos with inverted handedness of collective rotation. Boxes are scaled with respect to the scale bar on the right.

Displacements were measured from time-lapse microcopy images by taking nuclear positions at the start and end of chiral morphogenesis; see also Figure S3D.

(F) Perturbing asymmetric contractility can lead to inversion of the collective cell rotation. Left panel: 3D projection stills, fluorescent markers are plasma

membrane (red) and nuclei (green). The migration directions of cells are indicated by arrows, which is the opposite of the wild-type (left side view). Note that

ABpr forms a ventral protrusion in these embryos (right side view). Right panel: cartoon of wild-type and Arp2/3 RNAi embryos with migrations paths as shown

in E. Cells that are part of the collective rotation are highlighted in shades of red. The handedness of the rotation is indicated with red arrows. Note that in Arp2/3

RNAi embryos, the rotation comprises additional cells compared to wild-type. See also Movie S10.
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According to our hypothesis, the reduction of actin polymeri-

zation and actomyosin contractility should also abolish cortical

asymmetries. To this end, we used RNAi to deplete CYK-1,

which is a formin homolog responsible for linear actin polymeri-

zation and the Arp2/3-independent assembly of the actomyosin

cortex (Severson et al., 2002). We find that ABpl and ABpr now

resemble each other. In both cells, apical NMY-2 is greatly

reduced, the apical surface is round (Figure 6C), and the two

cells occupy comparable space on the surface of the embryo

because ABpl now flattens less than the wild-type (Figure 6D,

lower panel).

These results suggest that ABpl and ABpr regulate their

cortical contractility differently and exert mechanical asymmetry

during chiral morphogenesis. The observed direction of NMY-2

flow further suggests that cells do not roll freely into their new

positions. Specifically, NMY-2 flows toward the apical center

without a circumferential component in the flow, which would

be expected if cells roll. Consistent with the notion that deforma-

tion-based forces are involved in cell movement, perturbation of

actomyosin contractility in the above experiments greatly reduce

cell movement and consequently the tilt of themidline decreases

from 22 ± 2� in wild-type embryos to 6 ± 3� (WAVE-Arp2/3 RNAi)

or 3 ± 3� (cyk-1 RNAi) (Figure S3D).

More importantly, in 6 out of 21 embryos depleted for WAVE-

Arp2/3, ABpr insteadofABpl undergoes significant ventralmove-
408 Developmental Cell 19, 402–412, September 14, 2010 ª2010 Els
ment (Figure 6E) and the collective cell movement is counter-

clockwise, the opposite of normal chiral morphogenesis

(Figure 6F; Movie S10). In contrast, the initial spindle skew of

ABa/ABp in these cases is normal, suggesting that the chiral

forces driving the handed collective cell movement are per-

turbed, rather than the upstream LR cue. Interestingly, in these

cases, ABpr forms a large ventral protrusion similar to that of

wild-type ABpl. While the RNAi would affect actomyosin in all

cells, a possible interpretation is that the enlarged ventral protru-

sion inABpr competeswith the ventral protrusionofABpl, leading

to a randomization in terms of the direction of the collective cell

movement. Such an interpretation is consistent with the various

results in the above sections, which all attest to an essential

role of the ABpl ventral protrusion in chiral morphogenesis.

NonCanonical Wnt Activates Cortical Dynamics and
Chiral Morphogenesis
In the early embryo, the germline precursor P2 and its offspring

serve as an organizing center through Wnt signaling (Bischoff

and Schnabel, 2006), which induces fate differentiation (Roche-

leau et al., 1997; Thorpe et al., 1997) and coordinates spindle

orientations in EMS and ABar (schematically depicted in

Figure 7A) (Schlesinger et al., 1999; Walston et al., 2004). As

P2 contacts ABpl and ABpr, we tested if Wnt signaling regulates

chiral morphogenesis.
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Figure 7. Noncanonical Wnt Signaling Is

Required for the Formation of the Asym-

metric Bilateral Body Plan

(A) Spindle orientations during AB4-AB8 division.

Schematic representation of left side views. The

Wnt signal from C that leads to spindle rotation

in ABar is highlighted in blue. Note that all other

AB spindles are parallel.

(B) RNAi of Wnt-signaling components and their

effect on asymmetric midline placement. 3D-

projection stills, left side views, fluorescent

markers are plasma membrane (red) and nuclei

(green). Dashed lines indicate the orientation of

the midline, numbers indicate the angle between

the midline and the AP axis (n = 3; mean ± SD).

Large double arrows indicate spindle orientations

of ABal and ABar, respectively. Small arrows indi-

cate the interface of ABal/pl where filopodial

protrusions are normally observed in wild-type

embryos.

(C) Effects of mom-2 RNAi on individual cellular

paths. Displacement of AB nuclei in AP and DV

direction during chiral morphogenesis are shown

as in Figure 6D for five wild-type and five mom-2

RNAi embryos.

(D) Severe impairment of apical NMY-2 accumula-

tion in gsk-3 RNAi-treated embryos. 3D projection

still, left side view. Plasma membrane is shown in

red and the actomyosin cortex (NMY-2) in green.

Arrows indicate the interface of ABal/pl where filo-

podial protrusions are normally observed in wild-

type embryos. The asterisk points to the center

of the apex of ABpl.

(E) Quantification of the gsk-3 RNAi phenotype

relative to wild-type. Graphs displaying cortical

NMY-2::GFP fluorescence intensity as measured

on a line parallel to the AP axis that transects the center of ABpl (as shown in the inset on the upper right) for a representative wild-type (gray) and gsk-3

RNAi embryo (red).

(F) Flowchart of the components and processes leading to LR mechanical differences, chiral morphogenesis, and asymmetric midline placement. Wild-type

behaviors are depicted in green. The behavior in mutants with inverted chiral morphogenesis is shown in red. Size of fonts depicts the degree of cortical contrac-

tility. Solid lines represent AP axes; dashed lines represent midlines.
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We find that reduction of MOM-2 (Wnt) by RNAi greatly

reduces the dynamic shape change of ABpl. The ventral protru-

sion as well as the dorsal protrusion connects ABpl to ABar in

the clockwise rotation and the anterior filopodia onto ABal are

reduced or abolished in 30% of the mom-2 RNAi embryos

(n = 20). Meanwhile, the global translocation of the four AB cells

is reduced by about 15% (n = 5) (Figure 7B). Consequently, the tilt

of the midplane is reduced from 22 ± 2� to 6 ± 3�. In 75% of the

embryos (n = 20), ABar and C fail to contact each other, which

in turn leads to a failure of ABar spindle rotation (Figure 7C, upper

panel). Other genes in the Wnt signaling pathway, namely gsk-3,

mom-5 (Frizzled), dsh-2, and mig-5 (Disheveled), give similar

phenotypes (Figure 7B,middle panel; data not shown). However,

RNAi of pop-1, the sole homolog of the TCF/Lef transcription

factor downstream of Wnt in C. elegans, does not affect the

protrusions or chiral morphogenesis (Figure 7C, lower panel),

even though the RNAi leads to the known phenotype of the MS

to E fate transformation (Lin et al., 1995). Thus, our results

suggest that it is the noncanonical Wnt pathway that regulates

chiral morphogenesis without a transcriptional response. In

mom-2 and gsk-3 RNAi embryos, the apical flow of NMY-2 and

the torus-like NMY-2 cap is impaired (Figure 7D), although
Developmen
NMY-2::GFP background levels in ABpl are similar to the wild-

type (Figure 7E). As the spindle skew in ABa/ABp is not

perturbed in these experiments, our results suggest that the non-

canonicalWnt pathway acts as a permissive signal to activate the

dynamics of the actomyosin cortex and chiral morphogenesis.

DISCUSSION

A Strategy for Achieving Left-Right Patterning
Our results reveal a strategy for achieving LR patterning in bilat-

eral animals based on the positioning of the midline. Specifically,

the C. elegans embryo first establishes a midline tilted from the

AP axis. The tilted midline establishes an inherently asymmetric

bilateral body plan with more cells on the left side. The tilted

midline is then repositioned through cell movements to align

with the AP axis to restore the superficial bilateral symmetry

(Figure 1; Movie S2). This is in contrast to vertebrate and

Drosophila embryogenesis (Speder et al., 2007), where the

midline appears static morphologically. In vertebrates, such

a static midline may be essential to restrict symmetry breaking

molecules from crossing over to the other side (Levin, 2005).

The tilted bilateral body plan is also geometrically distinct from
tal Cell 19, 402–412, September 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 409
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the gastropod where a spiral asymmetry rather than a bilateral

asymmetry is established in early embryogenesis (Kuroda

et al., 2009).

Our results also illustrate how the initial breaking of LR

symmetry is propagated to the global anatomical asymmetry in

an organism (Figure 7F). Following the initial skew of the ABa/p

spindle that breaks the symmetry, the cellular pathway in

C. elegans involves asymmetric actomyosin dynamics and

protrusions (Figures 3 and 4), and a collective handedmovement

to rearrange cells into the tilted body plan (Movie S3), which we

term chiral morphogenesis. Our perturbations of the ABa/p

spindle skew (Figure 5) and the fact that that reversing the direc-

tion of the ABa/ABp spindle skew is sufficient to generate

a mirror-image worm (Wood, 1991) suggest that the spindle

skew is most likely the instructive step for chiral morphogenesis.

A Missing Link in C. elegans Morphogenesis
Chiral morphogenesis and the tilted bilateral body plan provide

an important missing link in the LR-patterning process in

C. elegans. In particular, they illustrate the anatomical basis as

to how the initial symmetry breaking by the ABa/p spindle

skew leads to the subsequent Notch signaling to break fate

symmetry. For example, a Notch signal first breaks the fate

symmetry between ABal and ABar. This is achieved by ABar

rotating its spindle so that the anterior daughter contacts the

signaling cell (MS), while in ABal it is the posterior daughter. As

our results show, a major aspect of chiral morphogenesis is to

juxtapose C to ABar, which allows C to signal and rotate the

ABar spindle (Walston et al., 2004). Later on, additional Notch

signaling originating from the left side of the tilted midline

induces minor fate asymmetry within the LR symmetric part of

the body plan (Hutter and Schnabel, 1995; Hermann et al.,

2000). Interestingly, by the time the midline is realigned with

the AP axis at the 350-cell stage, the known Notch inductions

are complete.

In the light of the tilted bilateral body plan, various observa-

tions of the C. elegans LR-patterning process that have been

made as isolated and puzzling phenomena can now be readily

viewed as sensible aspects of a coherent developmental

strategy. In his seminal work tracing the C. elegans embryonic

lineage, Sulston noted two different strategies to generate bilat-

eral structures (Sulston et al., 1983). In the head, structures are

assembled piecemeal by recruiting small sublineages that are

not LR homologous by origin. However, in the posterior lineages,

bilateral structures are generated from LR homologous lineages.

It was not clear, however, how the embryo deploys and inte-

grates the two different strategies. Our results show that blasto-

meres using the two strategies are organized differently in the

bilateral body plan. The posterior lineages are organized into

the tilted structure with a midplane, while the anterior lineages

(ABal, ABara, ABarpa) are segregated from the structure where

the overall LR fate symmetry between ABal and ABar descen-

dants are first broken by Notch signaling and subsequently reas-

sembled in small pieces.

The tilted bilateral body plan also explains other previously

puzzling observations. For example, the first divisions of the

bilaterally symmetric founder cells (ABarpp, MS, C, and each

daughter of P3, namely D and P4) give rise to daughters that

are LR counterparts (Sulston et al., 1983). However, these divi-
410 Developmental Cell 19, 402–412, September 14, 2010 ª2010 Els
sions are bona fide AP divisions instead of LR, based on their

spindle orientation and molecular signatures (Lin et al., 1998).

In light of the tilted midline, the apparent discrepancy can be

reconciled: these AP divisions are symmetric with respect to

the tilted midline, sending the anterior daughter to the left and

the posterior to the right (Figure 2A). Another interesting case

is the bidirectional signaling between EMS and P2 to orient

each other’s spindle (Bei et al., 2002; Tsou et al., 2003). As

a result, E and P3 are born at the future midplane (Figure S2C),

suggesting that the E-P axis may help predefine the tilt of the

midline.
Conservation of the LR Patterning Process
Previous studies have shown that the overall strategy of LR

patterning is highly diverse among bilateria. However, our

studies of C. elegans suggest that the underlying cellular and

molecular mechanisms may be conserved. In particular,

C. elegans achieves morphological asymmetry before fate

asymmetry, which involves LR asymmetric regulation of cortical

contractility and handed cell movement. Our data show that

cellular rearrangements in the earlyC. elegans embryo are domi-

nated by cortical tension: (1) cells deform asymmetrically depen-

dent on actomyosin forces, and (2) perturbation of cortical

tension prevents LR asymmetric cellular rearrangements. More-

over, we present evidence that a main aspect of the downstream

LR asymmetry pathway is to establish differential cortical flows

on the two sides of the embryo (Figure 7F). Interestingly, recent

studies showed that in the chick embryo actomyosin-based and

handed cell migration arise before the asymmetric expression of

Nodal, a hallmark in vertebrate LR patterning, to achieve

morphological asymmetry in the node and rearrange the initially

symmetric gene expression pattern into an asymmetric

(Cui et al., 2009; Gros et al., 2009). This is in contrast to the

mouse embryo, where asymmetric gene expression arises

before noticeable morphological asymmetry. Given the

complexity of veterbrate development, questions remain as to

whether the cells undergoing differential movement on the left

and right sides in chick are equivalent fate-wise as assumed;

that is, whether handed movement and morphological asymme-

try arise before fate differentiation in these cells. Previous studies

inC. elegans have firmly established the equivalence of ABpl and

ABpr (Wood, 1991; Hutter and Schnabel, 1995). Hence, our

results suggest that asymmetric cellular behaviors and morpho-

logical asymmetry before fate asymmetry can be a viable

hypothesis in vertebrates. These combined results suggest

that a mechanism where morphological asymmetry determines

fate asymmetry may constitute a more general mechanism for

LR patterning.

Furthermore, our data identify noncanonical Wnt signaling as

a candidate pathway that might activate cortical dynamics by

providing a permissive signal (Lee et al., 2006; Seifert and

Mlodzik, 2007). Interestingly, it has been recently shown that

noncanonical Wnt signaling is required to properly polarize cilia

along the AP axis in mouse embryos to achieve leftward nodal

flow (Hashimoto et al., 2010). Given the known role of Wnt

signaling in defining the AP polarity in C. elegans cells (Bischoff

and Schnabel, 2006), it is tempting to speculate that noncanon-

ical Wnt signaling might be a common signaling pathway to
evier Inc.
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relate AP axis information to LR patterning with and without

motile cilia/Nodal signaling.
A Role for the Cell Division Furrow in Morphogenesis
Cell division is typically viewed as the vehicle for proliferation in

development. Our results on the EMS division furrow suggest

that cell division plays important roles in morphogenesis. First,

we show that the EMS furrow triggers the formation of the

ABpl ventral protrusion (Figure 4D). This suggests that there is

a mechanismwhereby the cytokinetic furrow can induce contact

formation with a neighboring cell, although the signaling mole-

cules and the nature of the protrusion remain to be identified.

Second, with the EMS furrow serving as an instructive signal,

the timing of EMS division functions as a developmental clock

to orchestrate chiral morphogenesis. Cell cycle timing is highly

reproducible during C. elegans (Bao et al., 2008) and is

conserved in C. briggsae (Zhao et al., 2008). Our result suggests

that morphogenesis may have provided the selective pressure

on the accuracy of cell cycle length.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

C. elegans Strains

Worms were cultured with standard procedures (Brenner, 1974) and were well

fed for at least two generations and cultured at 20–25�C (or 16�C for ts

mutants) before embryos were collected from young adults and imaged at

20�C or 25�C (restrictive condition for ts mutants) on a temperature-controlled

stage. Genotypes of strains can be found in Supplemental Experimental

Procedures. Several of the parental strains were obtained from the Caeno-

rhabditis Genetics Center (CGC).
Embryo Preparation and Imaging

Embryos were dissected from gravid hermaphrodites, mounted in 2.5 ml of

a M9 buffer suspension containing 20 or 25 mm poly-styrene microspheres

(Polyscience, Warrington, PA), and sealed between two coverslips (Corning,

Lowell, MA) with vaseline. To image uncompressed embryos, mounting was

performed in a cavity of 8 well test slides (MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH) and

the slide was sealed with a coverslip, or embryos were embedded in low-

melting agarose (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and the agar block was covered

with a drop of M9 buffer. Images were acquired on a Quorum Wave FX spin-

ning disc confocal system (Quorum Technologies, Guelph, Canada) using

a Zeiss Observer Z1 microscope with Zeiss PlanApo 40x/1.3 Oil or 63x/1.4

Oil objectives (Carl Zeiss Microimaging, Jena, Germany). Details on image

acquisition and manipulation can be found in the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures. As embryos are normally imaged under mild compression, we

assured that uncompressed embryos behave identically (Figure S1C).
Lineaging and Data Representation

Nuclear identification, tracking, and cell naming were performed as described

previously (Bao et al., 2006; Murray et al., 2006). Data from lineaged embryos

were visualized in AceTree as described (Boyle et al., 2006). Details on

measurements can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
RNAi Treatment

For RNAi treatment, we either used soaking according to published protocols

(Ahringer, 2006), feeding with clones from two commercially available libraries

(Kamath et al., 2003; Rual et al., 2004), or prepared from cDNA (see Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures for details). Larvae from L1 to L4 were

used for feeding to obtain graded phenotypes and partial loss of function for

the respective target gene.
Developmen
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes four figures, tenmovies, and Supplemental

Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.

1016/j.devcel.2010.08.014.
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